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About This Game

Dis Pontibus is a single-player puzzle game set in a procedurally-generated archipelago.

Guide a young explorer on a mission of discovery and enlightenment, and collect the wisdom of a long-lost civilization!

Each game will be a unique experience, with simple mechanics and very challenging gameplay.

Trailer Music: L'etoile Danse (pt. 1) By Meydän (license)
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Title: Dis Pontibus
Genre: Indie
Developer:
Marcos Donnantuoni
Publisher:
Marcos Donnantuoni
Release Date: 7 Jan, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: 7 SP1+

Processor: 1.8GHz CPU: SSE2 instruction set support.

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Graphics card with DX10 (shader model 4.0) capabilities.

Storage: 100 MB available space
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This game is a visual novel with beat 'em up game play. Their are 6 total stats you are trying to balance, 3 classes and 3 fighting
stats. You can only choose to do one thing per day from a decent amount of options. The fighting is enjoyable and all moves are
available from the start, you just need to know how to do them. I liked the story and characters, nothing too
disappointing\/impressive.

  The fighting can become tedious with the amount of times people pick fights with you. Sometimes it feels like events are too
random and make it feel like the player has very little control over what happens (e.g. getting sick right before an exam, getting
caught out of class when you try to meet up with your friends). The actual randomness would be less than issue if the main
character acknowledged that the events where not in their control, but instead the other characters just act like my stats didn't
meet the required threshold.

  The game is 4:3 and I had to set it to full screen every time on startup because the setting didn't save. The UI, along with some
mechanics, need more explaining. I didn't even know i could get sick. You can only see the current month of activities so you
cannot really plan for events that are planned for the beginning of a month. Some of the things on the calendar aren't labeled, so
you can't tell if it is a match, exam, or meet up.

  I encountered a few bugs. I somehow went too far right during a fight and went off screen, i couldn't see my character so i just
held left until I got back on the screen. One of the enemies during a fight just stopped reacting to getting hit so i just mashed
attack until something happened. During a cut scene, the game glitched and there where 2 Big Blues on the screen for a few
seconds.

  Overall, I liked this game and there really isn't any reason you shouldn't give it a shot unless you don't usually like these types
of games.

The game is free, and you can support it by buying one of the DLC items.. To be honest i only played this game for nearly 1
hour. For only 1 dollar this game is so ♥♥♥♥ing good. Totally worth it.. This is a fantastic game for KIDS maybe ages 9-14.
Splendid graphics and storyline, worth every penny if you wanna keep them occupied for a few hours. The in-game activities
are just right for that age range. As for adults, I wouldnt recommend this for someone who is seeking a deeply challenging and
philosophiocal adventure. Its just too simple, and lost my interest after 45 minutes.

The environment is very Bioshocky as it has the steampunk 1950s mystery aquatic mansion theme going for it. Its was quite
nostalgic if you're a fan of that game, but alas... it didnt grab me as i was hoping.. Amusing premise, cute storybook narration,
and unique gameplay. If these are the holy trinity of a good game, then by George, I think we have a winner with
UnSummoning. Although short, at this pricetag we get a lot of game for our four bucks.. Stylish, fun shooter with unique levels.
Several optons to customize your experience including soundtrack and movement style. Can be quite challenging on higher
difficulties. Game has been patched and I can confirm that the "freezing" bug has been squashed.. This game appears to just be
a scam created by some other country mirroring Kingdom Rush, a money grab as it were. There is literrally no strategy involved
and even the descriptions on some of the chraracters do not translate correctly.. This game rocks. If you like Contra and you like
rock...then buy it.. https://youtu.be/tfejCkIragM

No.
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This game uses the same asset hospital as "Horror Hospital", a turkish game that i got laughed at for saying "ahhh, it's alright for
the price" (in Turkish, no less). This is basically a walking simulator, with lots of sounds going on around you tha thave noeffect
on your game play what soever. It took me 50 minutes or so to find something that might kill me, and i found the whole
experience rather underwhelming.

walking for a long time is not gameplay, when will indie devs realise this? Hiding keys around the long walk in order to impede
your journey doesn't make more fun. In fact, that's what this game lacks more than anything else...fun.

Sorry Devs...waste of money, unless you like walking in the dark a lot.
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The dev put me on a trading card.

Good game, too.

10/10, recommend to friends!. Great to pass the time.. Great game its like Dodgeball with robots. Fun and fast paced.. Game is
worthless garbage and the tag is lying, there are no cards. Avoid at all costs.. Really good game and great to play with friends,
but it still has a lot of issues the developer needs to fix.

1. I have played with a friend and won all three games, and had highest overall score, yet he got the win in his stats.
2. The game often glitches and I end up with 9 or 10 cards in my hand.
3. We have had games where in our stats, we both got the win, even though clearly one of us had lost by a large margin.
4. Local multiplayer doesn't work, and instead requires both people to be using the same PC, which is just the same as pass and
play.
5. When playing the bots, the scores seem to 'swap'. So for example, I won game 1 with a score of +30, and the bot had -4. After
game 2, the scores had switches, so the bot had +30 for game 1, and I had the score of -4.

The list of issues I keep finding are piling up. These all seem like basic things that should have been noted in testing. I have
unfortunately had to change my recommendation to not recommended, because of them.
If these can be fixed, I would highly recommend this game.. Self made boxing can not fight for any championship belt.. I
bought this game for the trading cards, and it was on sale for .99. It reminded me of a game I used to love, and this apparnelty
tries to emulate that game...Dope Wars...but imo this game falls far short. It's just not what I expected for a game on PC, it's a
bit lacking on imagination. I guess I was just expecting a bit more. I only recommend this cause its cheap and it has trading
cards... the emoticons are cooler than the game imo.. Please tell me this is a ported game from PS1...?. Nice game even if it's
same as Boom Beach
Can't enter in full screen using ALT+ENTER please add fullscreen
Keep it up :)

Released!:
Dis Pontibus is released at last! Enjoy!
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